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Speaker of the Month
Tony Reinhardt
Meet the Speaker for Dinner
All members are invited to meet and have
dinner with this month’s speaker. Meet us
at Art’s Bar and Grill, dinner will be at 4:30
pm. The food is great and the prices are
very reasonable - each member pays for
their own meal and any drinks.
Art’s Bar & Grill
3357 University Avenue, Riverside 92501
Tony Reinhardt is a professional guide for Montana
Trout Outfitters based in Missoula Montana. He
has been providing high quality trout fishing tours
on the rivers, lakes and streams of Montana since
1998.
His presentation includes flout fishing strategies
and tips. Essentially, it covers how to fish well from
a drift boat. Float fishing is a different discipline
from wade fishing and this program is a mixture of
images and video designed to help anglers get the
most out of their flout trips across the west.

(91 Fwy. @ University Ave.) 951-683-9520

President’s Message
From Bill Reeves
Hi everyone
I left So. Ca. the day after the July board meeting for Wyoming and have been in the back
country ever since, so I do not know much of
what is happening outside of this little world.
Moving the August meeting back a week allows me to be in Wyoming for the eclipse and
then I have to rush home and be at Hot Creek
Ranch for a few days on Wednesday. I hope
your summer is going as planned.
There will be a vote at the September 27th Member’s meeting concerning the proposed
changes to DCFF constitution. If you have questions, please contact our President Bill
Reeves or our Vice President Jerry Searcy. Also you can view the proposed changes to the
constitution on our website www.deepcreekflyfishers.org under What’s New.
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2017 Meetings & Speakers
Meetings are held 7:00pm on the 4th Wednesday
of each month, except August (5th Wednesday),
November (3rd Wednesday), and December
(Holiday Banquet), in the Izaak Walton Clubhouse, 2601 Dexter Drive, inside Fairmount Park,
Riverside, CA

August

Wear the Logo

30th(5th Wednesday): Tony Reinhardt

September 27th: Jack Trout (Belize and Argentina)
October 25th: TBA
November 15th: Member’s presentations

December 5th: Holiday Banquet
DCFF Holiday
Banquet
Is going to be here
in a wink of an
eye!!!!

Deep Creek Fly Fishers Club Store
All items available at the monthly meetings.
Prices for 2017

SAVE THE DATE
DECEMBER
5TH

HELP SUPPORT OUR CLUB
CHECK IT OUT
OPPORTUNITY DRAWING

Coffee mugs:

Large
Small

$15.00
$13.00

Tee Shirts:

Long Sleeve
Short Sleeve

$15.00
$10.00

Hats:

1 size fits all

$17.00

Logo Decals:

Small

$4.00

Logo Patches

$10.00

Logo Fly Box*

$15.00

*Orders for custom image boxes will be
taken. See Sean Robbins for details.

Win some great fishing items
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2017 Education & Outings Calendar
2017 Education and Outings
Sept 12: Fly tying night
Sept 28 to Oct 5: Closer in Mammoth
Oct 10: Fly tying night
SEE THE WEB PAGE-CALENDAR FOR OTHER
FUTURE CLASSES AND OUTINGS

DCFF Calendar is on the Internet
The Calendar lists all the activities that are going on in
the club, such as training events, outings, meetings, conservation events, and many more.
To view the calendar:
1. Go to: www.deepcreekflyfisher.org
2. Click on the Calendar Tab at the top of the page
3. Then select: This Week, This Month, This Year, or
ICAL
To subscribe to the calendar:
Select ICAL, then Download the Public Events Calendar.
It will appear in your computers default Calendar Program. As long as you have access to the internet, it will
update automatically or you can “ refresh” to update the
current calendar page.

Unless otherwise noted, the events above will be held at Izaak Walton Clubhouse at 2601 Dexter Drive - inside
the City of Riverside’s Fairmount Park. If you need additional information contact the class instructor or event
coordinator. The cost for DCFF members is $10 per class and training outing. Coffee and soft drinks will be
available for full day classes and there will be a 1-hour lunch break if necessary.

DCFF 2017 Membership Drive
Membership applications are available at the
monthly meetings or on-line on the club web site at
www.deepcreekflyfishers.org under the heading
“About Us”. Also be sure to down load, sign, and
turn in the Release Waiver of Liability. The Club
dues remains the same.
In order for the club to continue providing the
great speakers for our meetings, fly fishing, casting, fly tying, rod building, and entomology classes,
and organize club outings we hope everyone that
attends our meetings, or visits our website to read
this newsletter regularly, will complete the application form and bring it with your payment to the next
meeting. Or, simply mail them to:

PARKING PERMITS REQUIRED FOR
OUR MEETING NIGHTS
Be sure to ask for a 2017 Parking Permit when attending the monthly meetings.
Per City ordinance, all vehicles parked in
parking lots at Fairmount Park from dusk
until dawn, without a permit will be ticketed. There is limited parking available in
front of our clubhouse. Overflow parking is
available directly across the street at Fairmont Park Golf Course.

Deep Creek Fly Fishers @ P.O. Box 8203, Redlands CA 92375
Thanks again for renewing your membership with
Deep Creek Fly Fishers. We hope everyone has a
great 2017!
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Trout in the Classroom
Intermediate Casting Clinic
November 11 and 18

We have just completed a very good year in TIC.
Your TIC volunteers are now on vacation, chasing
fish. We have a TIC teacher training course on
Saturday morning September 9. Please let me
know if there are any teachers that might be interested in taking the course.

The Pasadena Casting Club has generously sponsored an Intermediate Casting Clinic at the PCC
clubhouse and pond this coming November that
will be open to enrollment from all South West
Council FFI club members. Enrollment is limited to
forty of which twenty are reserved to the PCC.
The clinic starts with the question “What does it
mean to be an intermediate caster?”. The answer,
in a word, is “control”. This clinic will first explore
how to add control to your casting in terms of loop
shape, distance, plane and angle. Secondly, these
principles and skills will be applied to a series of
fishing presentation casts.
Qualified students will be able to false cast thirty
feet with a three-foot-wide loop with roughly parallel legs.
An A Team of casting instructors is being assembled including veteran FFI Certified Casting Instructors and Master Casting Instructors as well
as an ACA National Tournament champion.
Scheduled for Saturday, November 11th and Saturday, November 18th from 8:00 AM to Noon.
Cost: $50.00
Registration and payment: Pasadena Casting
Club website.
Contact: C. Eric Callow, ecallow@sbcglobal.net,
(818) 219-2276

Doug Spieske (909) 213-3416

California Fly Fishing Open Tourney
On Sept. 23rd Southern Sierra Fly Fishers will be
hosting the 1st Annual California Fly Fishing Open
Tourney in Kernville. All fly fishing organizations are
welcome to participate including the clubs from SWC
and Northern California Council, PHW, CFR, manufactures, forums, etc.
This will be a 5 person team event with an entry fee
of $50 per person, which includes dinner. The net
proceeds from the entry fees will benefit Casting for
Recovery and Project Healing Waters. Southern Sierra will also be hosting a raffle for its own fund raiser.
The post Tourney activities will be held at Rivernook
Campgrounds. We encourage teams to wear team
shirts in the Olympic-like Opening ceremonies. Vendors and non-profit groups are also invited to have
booths. We will have 2 bands to provide entertainment.
If you are interested in competing or need more info
please contact Greg LaPolla @ glapolla@gmail.com.
The club will pay the entry fee if we have enough to
field a team.
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Fly Tying Nights 2017

CASUAL DRESS by Tim Flagler
ORIGINALLY BY POLLY ROSBOROUGH

September 12th

Translated by CARL WUEBBEN

Come join us for Fly Tying Night at the clubhouse. We will meet on September 12th at 7pm.
This month and in October we will be tying to donate to the Holiday Banquet Fly Auction. So
come and tie your worst and best flies. They will
never know it was you that tied that fly (totally
anonymous). You can even tie that fluorescence
red and purple fly you always have wanted to tie
but never had the nerve to tie! Yes, we have a
fun time razzing each other about everything
from what fly you use on what water and if your
caddis imitation looks like a mayfly imitation instead of a caddis. But, it is all in fun and everyone laughs a lot with the jokes flying fast.

The casual dress is a Polly Rosborough pattern that
requires only two materials (besides a hook and thread),
is a pleasure to tie and does a remarkable job of attracting trout.

If you are new to fly tying come to the Fly Tying
Night it will be good practice. If you have any
questions about materials we can help. We will
be at the clubhouse tying for the Holiday Banquet. Bring your favorite beverage and some fly
tying materials for whatever fly you want to tie.
We keep it light hearted and enjoy each other’s
company as well as meet members of the club.
Join in on the on going discussion of “How important it is to Match the Hatch with a gazillion flies or just having 10 different flies to fill
your fly box” or “Do you have to have that exact material in the recipe or can you substitute something else?”

PATTERN
HOOK – Dai-Riki #710 or equivalent in size #12
THREAD – UTC 140 denier (6/0) in black
TAIL – Muskrat
BODY- Muskrat underfur
COLLER - Muskrat and black ostrich herl

HOW TO TIE
1. Debarb hook – mount in vise – start your thread in
two eyelets space behind the eye then take a few
wraps rearward and clip your thread tag end.
2. For the tail of the fly take some muskrat and clip a
small clump close to the hide so you get the underfur with it then remove the underfur but don’t throw it
away set it aside in a safe place as this will be used
to dub the body of the fly. Get ahold of the remaining clump of fur and guard hairs with your right hand
and measure it out to form the tail about a hook
shank long. Now transfer the fur to your left hand
and start tying the fur down right where your thread
is now and wrap rearward to just before the bend of
the hook. Now bring your thread forward to about
the hook point.

ALSO
FLY TYING CLASS BEFORE EACH MEETING
WITH CLARK STEVENS
He will bring the materials, hooks, etc. to the meeting. You just need to bring your vise or you can
use one of the clubs.
Please e-mail or call Clark Stevens cstevensrn@msn.com or (909) 438-1318 to let him
know how much material to bring. The next meeting will be at 4 pm at the clubhouse.

3. Now grab that small clump of underfur you set aside
and mix it up a bit by pulling it apart and then putting it back together to separate the fibers and turn
it into dubbing.
Continued on page 7
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will be to the front while the flues slant back, take
wraps with the herl all the way up to the eyelet but
leave room for a four or five turn whip finish, tie off
the ostrich and clip the tag end. With your whip finish
build up a small head – clip your thread – add a drop
of head cement to the thread head and you’re done.

CASUAL DRESS by Tim Flagler
ORIGINALLY BY POLLY ROSBOROUGH
Continued

TIE UP A DOZEN OR TWO – AND GO FISHING*** But remember to practice

HOW TO TIE

C.P.R. =CATCH – PICTURE – RELEASE=
KEEP THEM WET

4. Pull down on your bobbin to expose four to five inches
of thread. Then use the muskrat underfur to dub a fairly
long and slender dubbing noodle but add a slight taper to
it (thicker on the bottom). TIP - Here is a little trick of the
trade to help you make a better segmented body to the
fly. Wrap the noodle two times at the rear by the base of
the tail now give your bobbin a hefty clockwise spin which
will cord up the thread but also the dubbing noodle as
well as spinning it into a tight little rope. Now wrap your
noodle forward with touch wraps and you will notice a
nice segmentation. Wrap to your starting point then give
the bobbin a counter clockwise spin to uncord and flatten
out the thread.

Any questions or comments call or email
CARL WUEBBEN 909)953-7182

5. For the flies collar snip a slightly smaller clump of
muskrat from the hide but this time don’t pull out the lower underfur, instead snip a large portion of it off the bottom and cut it square to leave a small slip of guard hairs
and just a bit of underfur now set this to the side. Use
your bodkin to further flatten the thread and then split it in
half with your bodkin. Insert the index finger of your left
hand between the strands to hold them open and then
pick up your slip of fur and place it between the strands
up by the hook and once again give your bobbin a
healthy clockwise spin to cord up the thread and trap the
fur. You should end up with a short full fluffy segment of
dubbing rope. Now take wraps with the dubbing while
pulling back as you go to produce a somewhat wild looking collar but save some space for the ostrich herl.

THE TROUT MENTOR =
ELIMINATE PRESSURE
But for a kid, that’s a lot of pressure. If they flub it,
they might not brush it off. It can hurt morale too
much, and I think it can frustrate the teacher, which is
never good. (Joe Cermele – Field & stream)
Above all, fishing should be a safe refuge for fun.
Don’t talk about troubles we’re having, or focus on
mistakes that are being made. With the exception of
safety issues, make it a lighthearted fun event. Lose
a fifth fly on the same tree…. Who cares? If they
drop their snicker bar in the river, give them half of
yours. Just don’t sweat the little things.
(Kevin Morlock – Indigo guide service)

6. To provide a little contrast in color snip a single strand
of black ostrich herl free from the stem and cut off the
very butt end of the herl and then orient it so the flues are
pointing up and the stem pointing down, maintaining this
orientation and using your tying thread to secure the herl
to the hook and make sure it’s locked down really well.
Pull up on the herl and begin sweeping the flues rearward
as you would a soft hackle. As you wrap the stem side

Provided by Carl Wuebben
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two years of monitoring for no fish the CADFW
would stock the creek with LCT’s. This worked
great for three of the four creeks. You can fish
Slinkard Creek, up on Highway 89 and Wolf
Creek up behind the Marine Base. Mill Creek is
still going through survey’s and Dawne Emery the
Fisheries Biologist up there is hoping it will be
open soon.

A Recovery Story
Steve Castles called me on Friday and asked if I
wanted to go fishing somewhere. I said, “Yes!
When?” we talked about where to go. Steve and I
have been all over looking for good water to fish
most of the summer. Mostly we find high water that
is hard to fish. I told him I had been up on Wolf
Creek on August 1st and the fishing was great.
Even with the water a little high.

Silver Creek had its chemical treatment, then
there was a seven year break because of budget
cuts, fire, and a tanker spill in the Walker River
where no work was done. Someone illegally put
brook trout in Silver down by the Marine base. In
the seven years after LCT’s were put in Silver
Dawne found brook trout up at the public
campground at the end of Forest Road 32059A.
The brook trout traveled 2 miles up stream in
those seven years. This project I have worked for
four years removing brook trout. We are removing
450 brook trout to 1 LCT. We are e-fishing to remove them because the CADFW can’t do another
chemical treat on the stream. We are making
headway but it is slow. In four years we have
down four and a half miles of a six to ten mile
stretch of creek.
Back to Steve and I fishing Wolf Creek. Wolf
Creek is the success story. The CADFW put the
LCT’s in from By-Day. There was no fishing for
four years so the LCT’s could repopulate the
creek. Dawne finally got Wolf Creek opened to
fishing in 2013. The fishing season is a late one,
August 1st to November 15th. There is a zero limit
with only barbless hook restriction. Dawne wants
people to fish Wolf Creek and fill out an Angler
Survey form telling how the fishing is so she can
get it designated as a Wild Trout Stream.

Wolf Creek is up in the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest. Wolf Creek is up by Silver Creek. If you
Google Silver Creek Google will tell you it is up by
the East Carson River. That is the wrong one.
Silver Creek is the project I have been working on
for the last four years. Both Wolf Creek and Silver
are up above the Marine’s Mountain Warfare
Training base on Sonora Pass (Hwy.180).
Let me tell you some of the history of these
creeks and the Lahontan Cutthroat Trout (LCT).
LCT’s were put on the Endangered Species list
sometime in the 1980’s. In the late 1980’s the
CADFG (now the CADFW) did a chemical treatment for two years to remove stocked fish. There
are five creeks in the historical LCT range. They
are By-Day Creek, No Name Creek, Slinkard
Creek, Mill Creek, Wolf Creek and Silver Creek.
CADFW started a multi stream and multi year
project of putting LCT’s in waters in their native
range to open to fishing for LCT’s. The first creek
treated was Slinkard Creek, then Mill Creek and
finally Wolf Creek. All having a two year treatment. Silver Creek was the last one treated and
had to have a three year treatment in 1987. After

Continued on page 9
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A Recovery Story
(continued)
How is the fishing? On August 1st I fished it alone
after working an 80 hour week on Silver Creek. I
only had an hour to fish it. In 50-60 minutes I
caught 10-15 fish. It’s hard for me to count fish because I have a habit of loosing count after about
five fish.

Is the fishing good up on Wolf Creek? No its crazy!! Check it out for yourself.
The things you need to be aware of. It is up at
8,000 ft. elevation. That means it is starting to get
cold up there if you camp. Lows at night will be in
the high 30’s with highs for the day in the 70’s.
There could be Marine activity when you get there.
They are very respectful of the public. If you are
there and the Marines are training they will come
tell you what they are doing. They don’t want you
freaking out when they walk by with their rifles or
you come up on one of them hiding from the others doing their training.
How do you get there? Drive up Highway 395 past
Bridgeport to Highway 180, turn left to the Marine
Mountain Warfare Training base. Go up to the
guard station. Tell him you are going up to Wolf
Creek. He will wave you on with a few directions.
The road will turn into a dirt road follow it up to the
first left turn FS 32059, take this left turn up a
steep grade to a sign that says One Way with arrows pointing both ways. No, they aren’t trying to
confuse you but when you see it you’ll know what
I’m talking about. Turn left I think this is FS 32046
and follow it the meadow sections. Don’t turn by
the bridge keep going straight. That is where the
bigger fish are. This is dispersed camping so
please use the campsite that are there. If you see
anyone else up there it will be unusual. This is a
six or six and a half-hour drive. It’s only two hours
from Mammoth so if you are there on the closer it’s
a day trip.

Steve Castles
Steve and I got up there on August 14th at about
11:15. We got rigged up and walked downstream
from where we planned to camp. We only walked
maybe 5 minutes because we just wanted to fish
and not hike. I told Steve to go first. His first cast
he had a fish. He released it and the next two
casts had the same results. We fished six hours. It
was crazy, at first we caught a fish EVERY cast.
Then it slowed down after a couple of hours to
where it was maybe every second or third cast. We
caught fish from six inches up to twelve inches.

Written by Gary Applebee
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Rusty'' Canadian Adventure
I have been planning this adventure for 13
years. When I started my shoulder process I
contacted Lorraine Cooper from Cooper's Minipi Camps in Labrador to talk about going there
after I got my shoulder back in casting shape.
We emailed each other my entire 6 ½ years of
my shoulder process. Last April I decided it
was time to go on my Canadian Adventure.
I contacted Bob Marriott's Travel Center and
Cathy started my adventure. Kathy contacted
Lorraine and we set the date for July 21 – 28,
2017. I made the deposit and the trip was on.
Kathy left Bob's to watch grand kids and Matt
took over this trip. I was on my way to
Cooper's Minipi Lodges Labrador Goose Bay,
Canada.

Rusty” largest brook trout

Goose Bay. Lorraine is returning my luggage
UPS to Marriott's where I will pick it up. I would
advise this if you go.

I arrived at LAX to depart on Air Canada to go
to Goose Bay to begin my trip. I flew from LAX
to Toronto to Halifax , Nova Scotia, and then on
to Goose Bay Labrador. Once I arrived at
Goose Bay I crawled onto a 1952 Dehaviland
Beaver for the last flight covering 55 miles to
the lodge. Chris was my pilot and we had a
wonderful time chatting on the way to the
lodge. We flew into the beautiful sunset with all
of the booze for the week. I was greeted by the
staff, ate dinner, and went to bed. Fishing
started in the morning.

I was flown back to Goose Bay on the 28th
where I stayed at Big Land Bed and Breakfast
for two nights. Ray and Eleonora Godwin own
this wonderful B&B. A full breakfast was provided every morning. I wanted to see Goose Bay
and bring back something made by the local
people. Lorraine took the time to show me
around and I found the items I wanted. We went
to lunch and dinner together and caught up on
things.

I awoke and joined the other guests for a wonderful breakfast prepared by Nancy and Dru.
Nancy was the main cook and Dru made some
wonderful bread and did the housekeeping.
We finished our breakfast and met our guides
for the day. Each day we had a different guide.

Lorraine picked me up at the B&B and took me
to the airport and I reversed the flights coming
home.
To sum up the trip all I can say is that everything
was just outstanding in every way. The guides
and staff were just excellent. Everybody caught
very nice Book trout and plenty of pike. I am
planning a return trip.

We got into the boats and headed off to fish.
The beginning of the week we had wind and
rain. The last few days we had perfect weather. We would come in for dinner at 5:00 pm
and then go out again at 7:30 and fish until
10:00 at night have a drink and retire for the
day. My alarm went off at 6:00 am and the day
would start all over again.

Written by Rusty Draper

I had Marriott's ship my four bags US mail air to
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